When there are fifteen hundred
critical subjects to discuss, I, too,
have problems choosing from the
pile and place in priority. There
are any number of measures already in operation and yet not
Constitutionally approved, which
can instantly pull your country into
destruction, along with the nations
of the world. While the government is taking all your ability to
defend selves, we must look at that
which is goin on in “their” arsenal--right in ti e U.S. under your
noses while they thumb their noses
at you.
FACT SHEETS FOR
1c
ENERGY RESEARCH
FW
I want you readers to be informed
and, therefore, for you who might
misunderstand the thrust of this
writing should know the difference
in what we speak of herein--simply
nuclear facilities for production of
electricity. That is an entirely different matter and too lengthy to include herein. You must also realize that the places of which I will
speak are constructed solely for the
purpose
of
military
nuclear
wea onry. All installations are alrea cf listed as hazards and are in
terri i:le states of disrepair--highly
dangerous to the public and already
cited for numerous probable disasters; the Hanford Reservation in
Eastern Washington, whose reactors are all permanently shut down;
and the Savannah River Site (SRS)
near Aiken, SC. and Idaho National
Engineering
Laboratory
(INEL) near Idaho Falls.

Plutonium and tritium are the radioactive substances used to fuel
nuclear weapons. These materials
are produced in nuclear reactors
called production reactors.
The
Department
of Energy (DOE)
OWNS the production
reactor
sites.
Plutonium
a

For more than a decade DOE has
been proposing to construct at least
one new production reactor (NPR)
to replace the existing ones. Because DOE admits that you have
sufficient plutonium to maintain
your nuclear arsenal indefinitely,
the purpose of the NPR is to roduce tntium-although
it woul B be
capable of producing plutonium as
well.
Three sites are being considered-SRS, Hanford, and the INEL near
Idaho Falls.
Three technologies
are also being considered--a heavy
water reactor (HWR) like the current SRS reactors; a light water reactor similar to existing commercial power reactors; and a technology known as a modular, hightemperature,
gas-cooled reactor
(MHTGR). Sorry for all the initials but it will save much space as
we move along.
You may think you have an idea
about what goes on and are incensed that we keep saying ugly
things about those who control
your lives. However, I can only
assure you that if you believe that
what we tell you is BAD, BAD,
BAD-- ou haven’t heard anything
x ait until you find out what
ih”& REALLY do in Nevada at the
-1
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test site. Better yet, go visit and
demand a tour of the facilities.
They have a tour wherein the public is allowed under certain circumstances to go into ONE of the tunnels where they will show you how
they tentatively plan to store nuclear “cores”, etc. I recently had
written on these matters only to
have one engineer tell me that I
was out of my mind--nothing could
be going on the likes of which I
es &sed. THEN, HE WENT ON
T Ii E TOUR WITH ANOTHER
GROUP OF ENGINEERS FROM
A MAIOR UTILITY ON THE
WEST COAST.
You are taken by tram under
Yucca Mountain for miles into the
earth. In addition the group was
shown massive craters of incredible size from nuclear detonations--

J
”
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At any rate, tie shocked parties in
point were dumbfounded. The underground facilities in that one
tunnel, which is basically for public display (ALL others are off
limits to almost every-one including military), are massive in
structure--equivalent to small cities

in size with every known t e of
survival equipment.
It P so is
noted quite openly that for every
test detonation which must be made
public, at least 35 to 40 detonations are conducted of size large
enough to register as a moderate to
great earthquake in blast power.
They ADMIT to over 40 detonations of this magnitude per year. I
remind you that it is more nearly
correct to say a minimum of that
number per month, taking all detonations into consideration.
In the midst of the little sight-see
journey they speak of at least 29
tunnels of greater size than the one
being shown.
So, America--you
guess what the might be doing for
you do not li Ee that which I tell
you for absolute certainty is going
on. Good-luck with the sand-inthe-eyes for you have buried your
head and left your assets exposed!
Right now the three options mentioned above are being evaluated in
an environmental im act statement
(EIS). In April, D 8 E releaseseli;
2,100 page draft EIS.
hearings on the draft will be held
near the three otential NPR sites
in late May. 6 OE intends to decide what type of reactor to build
and where to put it before the end
of the year.
Construction could
begin in 1993, and the NPR could
begin roducmg tritium about the
year 2
--how handy!
URGENT SCHEDULE
DOE first pro osed a new generation of pro cfuction reactors in
1980, when the U.S. was rapid1
modernizing its nuclear arsen ay.
Now even DOE has finally responded to changing international
relations and reco nizes that today’s arsenal of 2%,CKKlwarheads
is excessive (they don’t count ver
well either). But although DO %
projects that the arsenal will be reduced b at least 30%, it insists
that NP f; planning and construction must proceed on an “urgent”
schedule, because of tritium’s deDOE bases its entire
cay rate.
analysis in the EIS on the premise
that new reduction reactor ca acity must iie available “in or ai out
the year 2000”. Why MUST IT?
I thought Bush told you that you
would have eternal peace and a
New World Government in total

cooperation by year 2000.
However, if your tritium stockpile
is reduced by 5.5% a year, ou
will have enough for more x an
1,000 thermonuclear weapons in
50 ears. The draft EIS does not
expr ain why this relatively slow
down&in
of the arsenal is unacceptable. %4oreover, options to reduce the need for tritium--such as
developing weapons. that use less
tritium ~~nt;~lgresslvely pursumg
arms
agreements--are
barely mentioned in the EIS. So,
what are they NOT telling you?
By the way, you remember I told
you about the Cray computers approved by your Department of Interior to shi ment through Brazil to
Iraq--after % e invasion of Kuwait?
Remember those that were going to
to test nuclear weapons?
Ira
We9 1, how many of you also know
that during the early sta es of the
“WAR” it was discover J that your
own country had on the docks
ready for shi ment, whole reactor
cones? REA fl Y TO BE SHIPPED
TO IRAQ FOR THE SOLE PURPOSE OF PRODUCING
NUCLEAR WEAPONS???? Oh dear,
socked in the belly again?
Last February, a congressional research agency, the General Accounting Office (GAO), completed
a review of classified documents
related to the nuclear stockpile.
The GAO concluded that the demand for tritium has been reduced
sufficiently to allow further study
of alternative technolo ies, such as
a linear accelerator, %efore committing to construction of an NPR.
Proponents of the linear accelerator
point out that this technology is
safer and produces much less radioactive waste than do nuclear reactors.
The draft EIS does mention the
linear accelerator and other alternatives. DOE, in fact, admits that,
“When used to produce only tntium, an accelerator could provide
important safety and environmental
advanta es compared to a reactor.”
But D 8 E doesn’t fully evaluate
this or any other option which
might not be able to meets its
In other
needs.
words, do you wish your head amutated with a gold or silver
Ratchet?
2
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In basing its analysis on the unexlained assumption that you must
fle able to produce tritium “in or
about the year 2OCKl”,DOE precludes consideration of reasonable
alternatives and undermines the
whole EIS process--which is designed to include anal sis of the
need for the project anB alternative
ways of meeting the projects goals.

do
o
J

RECONFIGURATION
GRAMMADuring the past decade DOE’s
production
capability collapsed,
due to mismanagement and ne lect.
Well, I’m sure they have it af1 under control again by now what
with government capability . and
all.... DOE proposes to rebuild .a
streamlined ’ Complex-2 1” and is
preparing a broad study--the Reconfiguration Programmatic EIS-on the future of the entire nuclear
weapons complex.
Clearly the
NPR will be a central part of
DOE’s reconfigured complex. But
teeedD;;artment says the “urgent
roceed with the NPR
doesn’t al ow time to evaluate the
new reactor in the context of the
Reconfiguration PEIS”? which is
expect to be completed m 1993.
The purpose of the Reconfiguration
PEIS is to develop a plan for rebuilding the entire complex so that
it will conform to changing environmental and safety developments
and international relations.
The
NPR should be analyzed in the
context of DOE’s overall plans for
the future.
CAN YOU AFFORD
AN NPR?
Until very recently, DOE’s preferred option for future production

was the construction
of two
NPR’s--a HWR at SRP and a
MHTGR at INEL (isn’t this fun?).
Budget pressures forced the Department to scale back its program,
so DOE is expected to select just
one technology and one site for the
new reactor. A single NPR will
cost over $3 billion, possibly as
much as $5.6 billion and can go
even higher.
Many people assume that the NPR
will be an economic boon to the
host community.
However, most
of the jobs at SRS in the future
will be in the areas of environmental restoration and cleanup, and
are not dependent on the NPR.
Given the scope of the environmental problems at the site, these
jdoeFade~ill be secure for many
There are economic
drawbacks to the NPR as well
which are not alwa s taken into act
count. For examp Ye, a 1989 study
of the effects of building the NPR
in South Carolina found that the
cost to Aiken County of needed
infrastructure
improvements
to
support NPR construction would
great1 outweigh the revenues generat ecyby SRS employment during
those years.
The issue of job creation notwithstanding, the ultimate economic
decision should be a national one,
based on priorities: is continued
production of nuclear weapons the
best way to spend our nation’s
scarce resources? d ell, a couple
of people have suggested to me
that this would be a dandy thing to
send to Mexico durin the amazing
sharing of wealth an f trade within
the Free Trade Agreement and exchange of wondrous technology
and chea labor costs. Either one
J1er is
about equal in
devastation to your nation.
MORE PRODUCTION/MORE
Tritium production generates waste
understatement)--radioac<i:ross
tive, hazardous, and mixed waste
accordin to the official categories.
The dra if EIS fails to address the
ultimate disposal of this waste. Instead, DOE “assumes the existence
of a Federal disposal facility for
high-level radioactive waste, and a
transuranic waste disposal facility”.
(Yes, by golly--in Nevada at Yucca

Mountain and around and about the
Deaf
Smith
County,
Texas
aquifer.) Neither of these facilities
exist, and lans for both face technical hurd Pes and fierce olitical
opposition. As for spent ii el, the
draft EIS says, “It is recognized
that none of the three reactor fuel
forms has been certified for direct
disposal in a repository. ” Again,
the EIS assumes this hurdle will be
overcome--or go away.
According to the draft EIS., “It is
important to note the DOE is experienced in the management of
gaseous, liquid, and solid radioactive wastes, and the technology
exists for the safe management of
these wastes.” But the reality is
less reassuring. DOE’s philosf hy
is summed up as follows: hl
construction and operation of NP:
facilities would result in the unavoidable generation of quantities
of radioactive
and hazardous
wastes that would require that processes and sites become available
for their treatment and safe disposal in accordance with applicable
regulatory requirements. It is anticipated that such facilities would
be available when needed. ”
It must be OK., however, for sure1
the next explams ASAP that TGI 2 .
DOE intends to address MANY of
the decisions about handling NPR
waste
in
the
Environmental
Restoration and Waste Management (ER&WM) PEIS,. which is
bein prepared along
Recon Figuration PEIS. DOE has a
history of moving ahead with
“urgent”
production
projects,
leaving environmental costs to be
assessed and paid in the future.
No! “Settlement handled in testimony” (SHIT).!
Come, come,
chelas this is not
--THEY
PLAN TO DO THIS UN40 YOUTHE-PEOPLE
AND
THEY
HAVE AXE IN HAND, NOT
TONGUE IN CHEEK.
This is precisely the attitude that
has led to the creation of millions
of tons of hazardous and radioactive
contamination
(HW
throu hout the nuclear weapons
corn f ex (NWC) which will cost
hun Breds of billions (100’s of
BILLIONS OF $$$) to clean up.

*
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WILL THE NPR BE SAFE?
Now I am serious, “Does a bear
poop in the forest?” DOE touts
NPR as a
a$
. However, nuclear
reactors are inherently dangerous.
In 1990, experiments conducted by
a DOE laboratory indicated that
the risks of a major explosion at a
HWR are significantly greater than
previously believed.
Though the MHTGR is supposed
to be a safer technology, a 1990
report by the Union of Concerned
Scientists (UCCS) warned that
“any reactor design has its weaknesses. The key weakness whict
seems
to
apply
to
MHTGR.. .involves reactivity excursion accidents.. .
”
Ultimately,
safety dependDo;;
uality assurance (QA).
8 A programs are seriously lacking, as are its safet orders, training program and ox er crucial elements of a comprehensive safety
lan. There is still no independent
ficensing process for an NPR and
little opportunity for citizen participation in oversight or review.
I suggest that if you are in the least
concerned that you are bein
hoodwinked, you had better loo %into this QUICKLY! For things
change fast, fast, fast: in fact, SRS
was SRP until Westinghouse
changed the name. The. ?implication was that with Westinghouse,
everything
change
would
overnight.
Things didn’t change
very rapid1 , if at all, at “the Bomb
Plant” (BPJ; in fact, they just got
worse.
So you, who understand
more than ten words in this dissertation, get in touch with someone who can explain it. The DOE,
which was basically disbanded,
owns those reactor sites. So the
DOE owns NS’s at Hanford, SRS
and INEL, where they plan to put
in NPR’s utilizing HWR and
MHTGR. Evaluations are underway via EIS by such officious offices as GAO, NO, and SHIT as
well as PEIS and ER&WM along
with Reconfiguration PEIS. And
they ask you to depend on QA of
#5

the DOE.
IN LUCK

From Khalil Gibran,
London,
marm, 1934:

Heine-

We have an in uiry regarding all
this from one w4 o has been associated with the Energy Resource
Foundation (ERF) of some 3 years
durin which the reactors at the
SRS %ave shut down, possibly due
to action and suit brought forward
by ERF and associated agencies.

ters of the territory of the whole
Land of Israel (the ‘Greater’, as
defined by the international community, with U.S. endorsement)
the Arab Palestinian state, which is
Jordan. ”
Sharon proclaims that Jordan itself
occupies art of the land that

The DOE is now receiving input
on an environmental impact statement on a new production reactor
to be sited at the SRS or in Idaho.
This has come forth and the onl
humor involved is indeed “sicE
humor” but none-the-less the plans
are in place. “Bill” notes the followin things for consideration and
I wouf d like to reprint them here:

COLD FUSION
1.

I would like to leave you with just
one little note to ponder on another
subject which has caused consternation in the U.S. The tit for tat
quarreling and discounting over the
Pans/ Fleischmann discovery has a
most interesting side-story that I
bet almost none of ou are made
aware:

2.
3.
4.

”J

5.
ab
this poet; from Lebanon
6.
ODDS AND ENDS

9.

.

10.
(No--out of
your minds!)
Do we need these armaments to
deter the Russian bear?
(NO--THE BEAR HAS ALREADY EATEN YOU!)
DOES ANYONE HAVE AN EXCEDRIN-II HEADACHE?
WHAT MAKES A NATION?

LAST BREATH FOR

ISRAEL’S ARIEL SHARON
YS CLAIM TO
is the headline
of the lead commentary in the
April 4
written b
ARIE E
Minister
Housin
SHARdN, the fascist strongman
behind the current regime.
Sharon raves: “The ’ Palestinian
problem’ as a national-political
problem is a propaganda lie. It is
the result of systematic brainwashing by the PLO, with the help
of cooperative leftists. For, since
1922, there has existed in the Eastern Land of Israel, on three-quar.
2;.)
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ISRAEL PLANS TO HALVE
PALESTINIAN
POPULATION:
The Israeli cabinet met on March
31 and approved measures which
aim to cut by one-half or more the
number of Palestinians living in the
Occupied Territories. The restrictions will require a permit from the
Israeli militztry for a Palestinian to
enter the territories, and will limit
the number of ermits to one-half
the number oP Palestinians currently working or living in the
area.
Palestinians now cannot bring their
#5

own cars across the border and the
cars owned by Palestinians in the
area are specially marked for identification. The limitations on the
number of Palestinians who will be
allowed to work will cause severe
hardship in the long-suffering
community. Palestinians said that
security officials are refusing permits to people who have been arrested for ’ security violation”, or
if they have relatives in jail, or if
they are young.
Other policies were reaffirmed by
the cabinet meeting, such as
shooting of children throwing
stones at occupying soldiers, demolition of homes of protesters,
and deportation of alleged militants .
Meanwhile, Sharon confirms full
intent to continue building settlements and settling emigrants in the
“off limits” territories stating that
the full intent of “Israel” is to occupy the land!
AIDS FOR SLEEPYTIME
CUM1;T)KT
Keep in mind the lessons on the
true nature of AIDS as you read
the next, i.e. airborne infection,
etc.
COMPANY, FINED FOR AIDS
TESTING. HIRES INFECTED:
The ConA ra-owned meatpacking
firm, Mon f ort, which operates a
pork-processing
plant m Worthin on, Minnesota, was fined
$1& ,000 b the Minnesota Department oP Human Rights for
testing prospective job applicants
for AIDS. As part of an out-ofcourt settlement with the state,
Monfort agreed to ive jobs to
each of the people wi?o had tested
positive for the HIV virus and to
stop testing job applicants for the
virus.

Worthington plant use knives and
hooks to slaughter and package
hogs, ” accordin to Kay Norton, a
lawyer for Mon Port.
Norton also said, according to AP,
“A vital difference of opinion exists between the compan and the
state of Minnesota over tiie propriety of pre-employment testing proinvolving
HIV
and
cedures
syphilis. ”
I believe you should have equal
o portunity for ones with Bubonic
P‘iague, Typhoid fever, Smallpox
as well as require additions of
Cyanide, Arsenic and Castor beans
to the meat products and erhaps a
little injection of Blat R Plague
virus and Syphilis should also be
mandatory to insure equal rights.
Has your nation gone complete1
MAD OR JUST A LITTLE BI+
TOTALLY INSANE?
Dharma, I think we can pos one
the Catholic Church series Por a
few more days since it has been
around for so many centuries. I
have been asked to review and
print an attic e called Z RAN
b
from
the San Diego
of April 5,
1990. It is appropriate again toda
and meshes exactly with that whit E
Col. James “Bo” Gritz is trying to
tell you people so I shall do that
next, please.
I ask for a rest, however, at this
time.
Thank you for the long
hours this day. God blesses you
precious ones who work endlessly
to bring these words unto your
brothers. I am honored to serve
with you. Salu,
Gyeorgos

Erica Jacobs, an attorney with the
office of Minnesota Attorney General Hubert “Skip”
Humphrey,
was involved in the enforcement
action.
Monfort required the test of
prospective employees “because it
was concerned that employees infected with the disease could cut
themselves and spread the virus to
other employees. Employees at the

Greetings, Precious Druthea.
I
AM Sananda, One With God. I
come in the service to Ho1
God/Aton of Light and to YO J ,
my brethren.
This day w.e have
I ,a petition of
I;
5
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which we are honored to res ond.
This one petitions in beh asf of
ALL and ALL of you have lived
within what is termed a state of
DENIAL of truth at various times
in your lives. ..and MOST still exist within this bubble of separation
from responsibility.
Let
define
” 1. A contradiction, as of a statement. 2. A
disowning or disavowal.
3. Refusal to grant, give, or allow.
1. To declare to be untrue;
contradict. 2. To refuse to believe,
as a doctrine. 3. To refuse to give
or grant; withhold. 4. To refuse to
acknowledge; disown.”
Now to fully understand and thus
recognize denial WITHIN ourself
or another, you must un Berstand
the “negative” emotion which
stands guard over denial of
truth...and
that most often is
FEAR.
You ones have become
ever fearful of making change because it means looking within the
mirror of self and
for those feelings, ber aviors and actions which
power of GOD within you.
One
of
the
most
common
“feelings” which must be faced in
one who denies res onsibility is his
feeling of unwo l& iness, because
along with unworthiness is fear of
rejection of self IF, for example,
ones KNEW how you REALLY
feel inside. It feels quite UGLY to
feel unworthy and to c?ry emoarasites”
tionally
depleting
within. Remember, the I’as, YOU
choose to feel unworthy. It matters NOT what “judgement” any
other being wishes to attach to
~~~~ceiv~~u ~~~~~, s to d~~~to~~
opinions as detrimental to you because YOU wish to continue to
feed your own unworthiness. SelfDenial allows you to remain in
self-centered separation in which
all which occurs within your space
of ex erience is responded to
PERS 8 NALLY as to HOW you
allow it to affect YOU, without
consideration of others who share
your space and/or experience.
So one way to recognize DENIAL
in self and in another is when
behavior,
meaning,
“Concerned chiefly with one’s own
affairs and interests, often with a

lack of consideration for others,” is
exhibited
in
such
BLAME, HURT”“yasld VICTI;:
HOOD. Also, look for passive resistant thoughts and actions in self,
which means the desire to “get
even” for the perceived wrong
against you. Only it is done in
very indirect, secret or subtle
ways, such as through
(Any act performed to hamper or
obstruct). In many ones, passive
resistant behavior may exhibit itself by these ones den in to give
assistance when ask e&f eliberate
procrastination of an igreed upon
task, “reporting” the grievance to
an “authority” without first speaking to the erceived “perpetrator”,
or even re R sing to speak honestly
to the ones who their anger is directed at, especially when specifically ASKED to do so.
Another reason ones deny sharing
honest feelings with another is that
one who is
to “tell his
opinion of
is
of
what he perceives may be a
“negative”
ainful or angry response by J: e other. Often ones
will not confront another and the
reason
is,
THEY don t wish to cause pain or
rejection to the other. For example, in the case of when a
‘relationship” is kindled between
two and then one decides that he is
not compatible with the other and
wishes to “break it off”.
When
what he is really
of is
COMMITMENT of responsibility
to the other or LOVING the other
fully that he ma somehowOnE
compromised of Preedom.
cannot be honest with another if
the DENY their true feelings
wi x in of SELF.
Therefore, the
confusion
becomes
manifested
FOR BOTH in that neither understands the behavior or true feelings
of the other and both wonder what
went wrong. The one rejected becomes resentful and angry. The
one rejecting simply ignores the
other because he does not know
“what to say”. This then becomes
an “unresolved” conflict of which
the “effects” of the “cause” of denial and irresponsible behavior will
continue to “challenge” both of
these ones in “future” circumstances...that is until the lesson is
recognized, UNDERSTOOD, released and responsible behavior is
truly taken.

Here is an example which has and
does occur in many so-called love
relationships
between
couples,
married or otherwise. The “wife”
is angry at her husband because he
didn’t even notice the new furniture and her new hairstyle and he
seldom wants to “talk about and
share” his feelings about work or
other “things”, so she begins to
feel neglected and unappreciated.
But rather than discussin
her
feelings with him, she loo &s for
ways to deny HIM that which he
“needs”, ex ects or wants. So often she Pmds herself with a
“headache” when he displays
“lustful”igntent. When he asks her
what
she
“Nothing”, b~tr?%tinues to ii B:I
tage their relationship in other
ways, such as getting drunk and
disorderly at the offtce party and
“forgetting” to pick him up at the
airport.
Well, the husband does
not understand and is confused by
her behavior, and he definitely
feels the “sting” of her anger
which she refuses to acknowled e
when he confronts her. He can 2o
nothing to assist solving the problem if his wife denies there is one.
So what is SHE real1 looking for?
Perhaps to be reject eJ “once again”
to “prove” HER irrational opmton
that “all men are worthless’ (and
so, she feels, is she). This way
she need not face HER responsibility for creating the sabotage of
the relationship because of her own
crippled self-worth and inability to
communicate honestly her feelmgs
and fears. In this instance, you
have TWO “poor” communicators,
and alas, because of this denial of
true feelin s within both parties,
the crippl e% behaviors continue for
both until each faces truth within
self that THEY each are responsible for creatin the circumstance
through lack of trust, feeling fear
and unworthiness, and DENIAL of
all true feelin s
This Fury;;
COMMUNICA%ION
MUST be acknowledged and confronted within each that the barriers be allowed to open for true understanding to be allowed to blossom.
Some ones are so very frightened
to acknowledge perceived “negative” feelings to another, even
when confronted directly, because
they fear rejection and even punishment .
So they may feel
“,
*
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“negative” feelings such as resentment, anger or envy and DENY
zf;lin
s, *often even to themTi IS is wh you ones must
become MASTER 8 at identifying
“negative” (adversarial) emotions
and feelings within SELVES that
you can recognize them in others
and CONFRONT the behavior that
the light of truth be allowed into
the space of the denying one even
if the denying one be SELF. (See
” printed

in “l3e

It is a very delicate balance to
achieve because even when you
learn to accomplish confrontation
of the adversary within self and
others, often the denial of truth
remains, especially in one who is
to confront self and BE
responsible
for
acknowledging
truth and thus communicating and
acting with integrity. You cannot
FORCE another to confront truth
even when it is presented to them
in balanced integrity intent. You
must though, in a responsible manner, bring your observations up
honestly to the one who displays
adversarial behavior, most especially if you feel the behavior is
detrimental to you and others, for
example, within a “work” or
“home” circumstance.
It is one
thing to punish self BY choice, it
is quite another to allow one to
also PUNISH you and others because they refuse to take responsibility themselves.
You see, recious, ch&s, you indirect1 IpUPPORT unreasonable
and aJ versarial behavior IF YOU
ignore it and, therefore, DO nothing to change it. Which brings us
to our next point which is
“common” denial of responsibility,
most commonly exhibited withm
belief structures encouraged within
your so-called “New A e” communit . We of God’s H!osts have
often Keard ones speak and ponder
about the terms “negative” and
“positive”. Often ones believe that
they must learn to concentrate their
energy ONLY on what they perceive is labeled “positive” thinking
behavior and actions. For example, Commander Hatonn and his
spokespersons
are often called
“gloom and doom” bringers who
concentrate upon perceived “negaand circumtive” information
#5

stances.

Therefore,

EASE HAS BEEN AND CONTINUES TO BE SO VERY DEVASTATING TO YOUR SPECIES.
God’s Holy Realms of experience.
There is not much “time’ left for
ou to be in the deciding.
And
K ONE can take our portion of
personal res onsi ility
(Aftiough your $ven
task(s) in service to God CA be
filled by another, if you find yourself unwilling to perform them in
balanced integrity.)
You are accountable to self and GOD for that
which you DO or NOT DO, if that
be the case.

Here is another exam le to add
further clarification. I P you go to
the doctor and he discovers you
have cancer within your bod , do
you demand that he NOT tel7 you
the truth so that you ;m$riEz
responsibility for:
festation of the dis-ease and 2.
Making the necessary changes of
thinking, of behavior, and of actions to facilitate YOUR CURE
from this serious dis-ease within
you?
Don’t you see? The manifestation
of cancer is a ift of warning that
there exists un %alance within you?
wish to
or continue
Do
to Beny responsibility?
Well the
choice is yours to make.
Commander Hatonn and the rest of
God’s Hosts are here specificall
to show you
CANCER
have manifested as
a species within yourselves and
upon your planet, which has been
“hidden” within your government,
business and cultural institutions
and organizations. Do you say to
yourself,
”

”
I have news for you ones who feel
NOT responsible for that WHICH
you as a species have contributed
to the creation of. YOU will either
take responsibility, NOW, for assisting the rest of your committed
brothers and sisters to do that
which GOD within gives you to do
to change and heal the “negative”
circumstances and manifestations
ALREADY created around you

So what can you do if ou find
yourself wanting to “hi2 e” from
and not face res onsibility of
findin truth and t aRing necessary
action. Recognize first that your
denial of facing “negative” created
circumstances of which our world
is full is because of F BAR. You
of that which ou may
have to do in order to Bll responsible and change the circumstance.
have NOT the
power to change it.
You are
of what ‘others” will think
of you if you face them honestly.
are
you will fail to
make a difference should you begin
changes. And you
of
the perceived “unknown” risk to
yourself when you begin to “rock
the boat” of adversarial control.
because you have,
in our “past”, lived in ignorance
of + ruth and have successfully run
from “uncomfortable” feelings and
responsibility, thinking that perhaps you have or can remain innocent of the effects of the evil about
your plane,
and SUPPORTED. I believe you
ones have a cliche’ which is succinctly apropos,
* That statement of
sa s it all,
chelas.
YOUR
BELOVED
PLANET.
IGNORANCE OF
UNDERMINED GOD WITHIN
YOU,
REPEATED BREAKING OF HIS
COSMIC LAWS OF BALANCE
SO THAT HIS SPIRIT OF
LIGHT, OF LOVE, AND OF
HARMONY HAS NO PLACE TO
GROW..
SUFFERING CANCEROUS DIS.
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COUNTED ON CONTROLLING
THAT WHICH YOU “KNOW”
AND “BELIEVE” SO THAT HE
CAN BIND YOU INTO PERCEIVED HELPLESSNESS AND
SLAVERY TO ITS “ILLUSION”

SLAVES TO CONTROL AND
MANIPULATE TO HAVE AND
ENFORCE THE “POWER” OF
DESTRUCTION WHICH IT DESIRES TO

You must ask yourselves, recious
chelas, “How do YOU Peed the
ANTI-CHRIST to give IT lay;;
over God
it you truly
which paral zes
you and makes you wish to HYDE
and NOT BE responsible? I, hopeA
fully, have given you some ideas
where you may begin to unfold the
~~~kpef,$?t!
GOD OF

~~$~ht!“a%3%%

YOU NEED TO KNOW IN ORDER TO SUSTAIN ONLY IN
You will be
guided and shown that which will
bring you knowledge and understanding of truth and throu h
empowerment of gaining WIs DOM of Truth you will receive
GOD’S
blessings
of INNER
PEACE and
Creative
Unfoldment. You must first desire
to serve GOD and your intent creates THE WAY for vou to go and
remain in GOD’S ‘WINGS OF
LOVE AND PROTECTION.
You must see, precious chelas, that
you ones who even deny the existence of the Anti-Christ, Adversary
to God, do so so that YOU need
not face responsibilit WHEN the
Anti-Christ
is AL it OWED by
YOU to control your very being.
The destructive results of the AntiChrist exist all about ou; do you
deny this truth as we 71, that your
“rosy” view not be disturbed and
make ou uncomfortable? WELL,
ERED THE COMFORT OF THIS
BELOVED PLANET AS YOU

POLLUTE HER WATERS AND
SOILS
AND
ATMOSPHERE
WITH
IRRESPONSIBLE
THOUGHTS AND TECHNOLOGIES OF DEATH AND DESTRUCTION? HOW CAN YOU
LIVE IN AN OBVIOUS FACADE
“SPLENDOR”
WHEN
OF
MOTHER EARTH SCREAMS IN
AGONY OF DESPAIR AT THE
EVIL CAUSED HER uBNyG;;JI$
UNBALANCED,
BEHAVIOR
TOAW&RD HER,
YOURSELF
EACH
OTHER?
It is time for ou each to find the
balance of Go CTwhich exists within
you. Those who resist this change
to balance, who choose to swim
“u stream” against GOD’S WILL
wiP1 remain in 3rd dimensional experience as a puppet for the adversary...and so, too, remain in selfimposed ignorance for the “time”
necessary to recognize the errors of
thought and behavior and correct
the mbalances caused to selfGboe(;
cause of them (the errors .
and we of His Hosts o h er you
THE WAY HOME throuah giving
ou the opportunity TO &E-AND
NOW TRUTH ABOUT THE
CANCER
CREATED
&l;o;gCH
RESPONSIBLE
THINKING
AND BEHAVIOR
AND ALIGNING YOURSELVES
WITHIN
as given forth.
There is naught to fear WHEN you
attune your will with that of
GOD’S WILL for HE is THE
THE
WAY,
THE
TRUTH,
KNOWLEDGE
sd
EX;::
POWER,
and
HE NEVER
WITHIN YOU!
TURNS FROM THEE, NEVER!
WILL YOU TURN FROM HIM?
HE ALLOWS
THAT
CHOICE,
ONES. WHAT WILL YOU DO?
The adversary, on the other hand,
IF he is allowed and welcomed
entrance into YOUR TEMPLE OF
GOD, is an insatiable parasite of
dGe;trDic;;; u ~o~~~s,“at
is OF
YOU
8
HAVE THE POWER ‘WITHIN
YOU OF GOD TO CAST THE
ADVERSARY OUT.. .FOREVER!
SO BE IT AND SELAH!
Thank you for this opportunity to

brin further clarit and understan 8 ing to our bre x ren, precious
Druthea. I AM Sananda. I come
in service to HOLY DIVINE
GOD/ATON OF LIGHT AND
THE CREATION. May you each
find inner
eace which wisdom
brings.
I Pove you dearly, .my
brothers and sisters! Ponder your
~essms carefully. Walk m peace.
********

We continually receive phone calls
from those of you who are feeling
isolated in their particular area of
the country. If you are interested
in meeting others in your region
who share in the Phoenix material,
write to America West giving us
permission to network and we will
connect you with others.

For those who want to know how
they can help save our Constitution--we now are offering a detailed kit of information about our
overnment and the Constitution to
i?elp in preserving our freedoms.
The kit 1s available to individuals
or groups for $8.00 per kit, or for
$20 POST PAID with RAPE OF
THE CONSTITUTION book included.

Satan’s Drummers
Privac In a Fishbowl
Cry o P The Phoenix
Crucifixion of The Phoenix
Skeletons In The Closet
R.R.P.P. *
*Rape, Ravag e, Pillage and Plunder of the Phoenix
Rape of The Constitution
You Can Slay The Dragon
The Naked Phoenix
Blood And Ashes
Firestorm In Babylon
The Mossad Connection
Creation, The Sacred Universe
Pleiades Connection, Return Of
The Phoenix Vol. I
Burnt Offerings and Bloodstained
Sands
Shrouds Of The Seventh Seal
The Bitter. Communion
CounterfeneB3smgs
Operator-Owner
The
Manual
Operation Shanstorm
End of the Masquerade
Matter Anti-Matter
ExDress Vol’s I & II ($15)
The Phoenix Express Vol’s III &
IV ($15)
The Phoenix Exoress Vol’s V &
VI($15)
*
The rice is $10 per JOURNAL,
(EXZEPTING EX-PRESS) 10%
discount on orders of 4 or more.
California residents add 6% sales
tax. Add shipping, UPS $3.25 and
$1 .OOeach additional or U.S. Mail
~~§~~ol; first title and $1 .OOeach
Write for ‘Quantity Discount.
Available from Ameripa West or
your Local Distributor.
is $20

June 7, 1991, 7 PM Ro ce Hotel
Ballroom, 1601 Belv e47ere Rd.,
W. Palm Beach, Florida Admission $5.00 CA11 Kip (407) 5330703

Sipapu Odysse
And They C aIled His Name Immanuel, I Am Sananda
Space-Gate
Spiral To Economic Disaster
From Here To Armageddon
Survival Is Only Ten Feet From
Hell
The Rainbow Masters
AIDS, The Last Great Plague
.
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for
(including back
issues for current Volume) or $75
is
(1 Vol.)
e 30
Send orders and Payments to:
America West Distributors, P.O.
Box 986. Tehachapi, CA. 93581.
For credit card orders ,Telephone 1

US&5 For other purposes 805 822-

